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How to juggle family and a renovation on a budget?  
The couple behind this amazing makeover show us just  

how far personal style and a can-do attitude can go

doing it for themselves

creativity on a budget
Save big money with flat-packed kitchen cabinetry. “Because this was a pre-renovation 
makeover, we didn’t want to spend a lot doing things we knew we would eventually rip 
out,” says Max, who went straight to Ikea to kit out her kitchen. The base consists of Ikea’s 
Faktum system, while panelled Lidingö doors (from $70) provide charm on the cheap. 
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Make iT HappeN
• Lift a budget kitchen with luxury details. Max sourced 
polished chrome handles from Mother of Pearl & Sons  
(www.motherofpearl.com) and added a CaesarStone  
benchtop for five-star functionality; call 1300 119 119. 
• Create a platform for personalised style. With a stroke of the 
paintbrush, Max transformed a blank wall into an opportunity for 
creative expression with chalkboard paint. “It works on so many 
levels: as a messageboard, for drawing, and we do spelling tests 
each week.” Try Porter’s Original Chalkboard paint, 1800 656 664. 
• Use every inch of space available. A flight of stairs on the 
other side of the blackboard wall presented the opportunity for 
more kitchen storage – and is a cute ‘pirate cave’ for the kids!

inside Max and Peter Kater’s home, you’d expect to find 
impeccable style – they’re the divine duo behind luxury organic 
cleaning brand Murchison-Hume (visit www.murchison-hume.
com). What defies expectations is a home filled with character, 
clever ideas and, foremost, a personal touch. This is a house that 
Max and Peter renovated themselves, and behind every stroke of 
genius and every immaculate detail lies their story. Even children 
Ben, nine, and Charlie, five, had a hand in the transformation as 
designated fence painters and rubbish removalists. 

The house now stands as a badge of honour, but living through 
a renovation was never part of the plan. What drew them to their 
Sydney eastern suburbs home was the chance to knock it down 
and start again, but after what Max calls a “three-year dance with 
council”, they decided to use the building funds to launch their 
own business instead. With the bulk of their budget now usurped 
by the business, the plan was for just a few cosmetic touch-ups.

It soon escalated. “I count myself lucky that Peter is trained as 
an engineer and is very good with his hands. He and my father 
got carried away at Bunnings and before I knew it, they had 
gutted the kitchen and the bathroom,” recalls Max. As a whole, 
the renovation took nine months – “just like a baby” – which they 
admit was a little trying at times. “We were without a kitchen 
for three weeks and I did get a bit grumpy after our fifth week of 
sleeping on an air mattress in the living room, but the kids loved 
the adventure,” says Max. How did they survive? “We just kept 
everything as orderly as possible and encouraged each other to 
think about the finished room. You have to be polite to one 
another and someone always has to be the cheerleader.” >

hot idea
A wall of mirrors expands the sense 
of space in the dining room. “Plus you 
can check your lipstick during dinner,” 
says Max. “What’s not to love?” 

Peter in the process of wiring up 
the new joinery in the kitchen.

Demolishing the old joinery  
in the backyard ... feels good!
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Max’s BesT reNovaTioN Tips
• “Write a lifestyle plan. Figure out how you really want to 
live and what you need to do to make that happen. Involve 
all your family members, even the little ones, and be prepared 
to compromise. An extra bathroom for the boys might take 
priority over your walk-in closet. But don’t ever involve your 
children in their own decor – they have shocking taste!”
 
• “Create a ‘mood board’ or a folder of images for every room 
in the house. This is my favourite part of renovating.  
I subscribe to at least seven interior magazines and tear out 
pages that catch my eye. This is the best way to establish  
your own personal style, and there is nothing better than  
a picture when you are trying to describe what you want  
to a designer, architect or builder.”

• “Once you’ve done that, it is imperative to get your plans 
or drawings from a trusted source. Chances are, most of your 
friends have probably renovated themselves or know 
someone who has. Be bold! I’ve even knocked on the doors 
of houses I admire to find out who they used.”

• “If you are determined to live through a renovation, make 
sure you do it in stages and always reserve a space that you can 
escape to. You need some sort of safe haven through it all or 
you will go mad. Make sure that the space (even if it’s just a 
room) has a place to sleep, a place to eat and everything you 
need to survive for the duration, which for my family involves 
Foxtel, a mini-bar fridge, colouring books and Lego.”

Bed aNd BaTHrooM Bliss
• To perfect the look that Max calls “Shanghai bordello,” she 
converted a Chinese screen into a sultry bedhead. “That particular 
bit of decorating was a happy accident – I had nowhere else to store 
it,” says Max. Next on the agenda is to stain the bed with Feast 
Watson’s Black Japan to match; visit www.feastwatson.com.au.
• For the bathroom, Max emulated Martha Stewart and created  
feelgood style on a feel-great budget. To whip her bathroom into 
magazine-worthy shape, she hid the old pink and grey tiles behind 
ready-made tongue and groove board from Bunnings. “You just 
measure your space, have it cut to size, paint it and whack it over the 
offending tiles. Finish with ready-made moldings on top and you’re 
done – instant patrician glamour!” Visit www.bunnings.com.au.
 • Mastering the art of style for a steal, Max visited the Ikea  
kitchen department to find her bathroom cabinetry. “Luckily,  
they all have compatible dimensions.” Meanwhile, turned legs  
from Bunnings upped the style ante. 
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design to steal
The kids’ room now boasts style to spare thanks to Max’s impeccable taste. After replastering the 
ceiling, a coat of Porter’s Lake George paint sets the scene for a subtle sailing theme. Meanwhile, the 
bunk beds from Asset Furniture make the room a hit with the kids. Contact (02) 9181 2322. >
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statement maker
Bring the best of your interior style out to play. “Our outdoor space is a new favourite 
of mine. Just seeing that lovely strip of level green lawn and a perfect row of bamboo 
makes me happy,” says Max, who now does all her entertaining outside. “If it’s windy  
or rainy, I just close the curtains of the cabana and it feels like a chic, grown-up cubby.”
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oasis iN THe MakiNg
• Seek out the perfect outdoor furniture. “I took great care in 
choosing the outdoor furniture. It had to be stylish, comfortable 
and very durable,” says Max. The Mondrian daybed from Orson  
& Blake was almost perfect, but was just too small for the space, 
so Max persuaded the store owner to have two more custom-
made to size. “It took almost six months, but we use them every 
day.” Visit www.orsonandblake.com.au.
• To keep the budget in check, the family did most of the work 
for the outdoor update themselves, only hiring experts to lay the 
paving stones and to seal their koi pond. “I have fond memories 
of the boys and I bent over picking up handfuls of white pebbles 
where the grass is now. I finally got bored with it and listed them 
on eBay. Someone actually paid me to take them away.”  

screen saver
For a leafy outlook, the couple invested in a Colorbond 
fence and lined it with a non-invasive bamboo from  
www.bamboowholesale.com.au. “It took less than a year for 
it to reach the fence line (2m) and Peter used steel cabling 
to keep it standing straight as a row of soldiers,” says Max.

details
Budget: $97,000. Includes $28,000 for the garden (including the 
Colorbond fence, paving, pond and labour); $15,000 for two 
bathrooms; $20,000 for the kitchen including appliances; $22,000 
for the living room (including bespoke bookshelves, lighting and 
the sofa from Coco Republic); $12,000 for two bedrooms.


